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- Initial release (0.1.0) collabREate Wiki Documentation Description 1. What's New collabREate is a plugin that provides collaborative reverse engineering of files. CollabREate is open source and works in the same way as Google Docs or any other collaborative development tool. collabREate Wiki Documentation 2. Installing collabREate is for native
IDA only. It is a native plugin and a server component. Each client and server component has some required libraries and must be present on the computer that will be running the server. The collabREate server and client can be run on any operating system, so long as the respective libraries are present on the computer that will run the server.Q:
is there a way to test whether unicode is printed correctly? I have a multi-platform c++ project (Windows, Mac OS X and Linux) with Unicode-enabled text output. Is there any way I can ask the program to output Unicode text and then check the text in the terminal for characters which aren't actually there? I'd like to know if I'm printing them at all,
perhaps, or which characters are being output. Not simply detecting whether the code is UTF-8, I'd like to check whether the actual text is correct. It's not about fixing or resolving the problem of what's actually being printed - I just want to test that the font I'm using is Unicode-friendly. A: tl;dr: No. Even for pure ASCII, which is quite a generous
definition, you can have weird encoding issues. Edit: From Chris' comments, it looks like the only reasonable approach to this is to check that things look OK on the platform you want to test on. For example, I can see that everything is OK on Windows: $ cloc -p1235 -a --ignore=License,Tabs,blank 1 file, 1235 lines, 1231 unique 29 1231 -text But,
as Chris says, it's unclear how you are specifying that you want "uniform output". Probably best to give a good answer that
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collabREate Product Key (collabR eate) is an IDA Pro plugin for collaborative reverse engineering of target binary files. It consists of a client component (collabR eate client) and a server component (collabR eate server). Key features: collabR eate is designed to offer a collaborative environment for multiple IDA users who are reverse engineering
the same binary file simultaneously. It is also a workflow tool. Pro: -- It's free. -- It is Open Source. -- It includes high quality scripts. -- It has a friendly user interface. -- You can update existing scripts. -- Plugins are easily added. Cons: -- You cannot edit the source code. -- It only works with IDA Pro from What is new in this release: -- You can preview
all released plugins. -- You can write your own script. -- You can update the licensed scripts. -- You can update the plugin package. -- An icon for CollabR eate was added. -- Two bugfixes were added. -- You can change the position of the menu (on your preference). -- You can change the name of the tab. --...and many others. IMPORTANT We have to
make the decision whether or not to extend the versionning to v4 or not. Maybe it is an option to add an other stable version. You will be informed about this decision in the next days. Version 1.3.31 Fix: Crash in Open menu (#673) Version 1.3.30 Fix: IDC may stop working after select IDC. (#541) Version 1.3.29 Fix: Sometimes the plugin crash
when loading the saved reEdit session (#542) Version 1.3.28 Fix: Drag and Drop crash if the file is locked (#531) Version 1.3.26 Change: IDC (low integrity) scripting/functions (#545) Add: IDC functions to change the default indentation of function body (doc.txt) (#545) Change: Add IDC functions to change the default indentation of function body
(docs.txt) (#541) Fix: IDC in verbose mode may fail to open IDC scripts (*.idc) (#573 b7e8fdf5c8
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Reverse engineer project by playing with IDA collabREate allows you to: See the disassembled binary code view the disassembled code with appropriate comments search in the binary code find references to functions, strings, variables, structures, etc. manipulate the disassembly view in the IDA window add comments to the disassembled code
copy the disassembled code as a hex dump or a text file save references to functions or strings as a list add tags to a specific set of disassembled code dump the disassembled code to a new project open multiple IDA project files via the collabREate client collabREate Requirements: collabREate client and collabREate server can be run on any
platform on which you have Java Runtime Environment and PostgreSQL or MySQL database. collabREate server needs to run on the same computer as the collabREate client. collabREate client requires a full version of IDA Pro (v7.1 or greater) or a full IDA (v6.81 or greater). CollabREate Requirements: collabREate client and collabREate server can
be run on any platform on which you have Java Runtime Environment and PostgreSQL or MySQL database. collabREate server needs to run on the same computer as the collabREate client. collabREate client requires a full version of IDA Pro (v7.1 or greater) or a full IDA (v6.81 or greater). collabREate Plugin Screenshot: collabREate Plugin
Installation: If you're using IDA Pro v7 you may be able to use the IDA Pro Plugin Installer to install collabREate client and server. If you're not using IDA Pro v7 you may have to manually install collabREate client and server on your system. Download Instructions: NOTE: If you're using IDA Pro 7 or later, or if you're using the IDA plugin installer, you
should already have collabREate client and server installed. You can search for them in the plugins menu under the collabREate tab. Note: I released collabREate in 2008 and collabREate is the only collaborative reverse engineering plugin for IDA Pro. collabREate updates:

What's New In?
collabREate is a reverse engineering plugin for IDA Pro. collabREate is intended to help the user with reverse engineering tasks, by processing and storing the loaded disassembler units (DU) as they are loaded. One of the main features is that the user can easily jump to a specific address within a disassembled code section by pasting a call
instruction's information into the $0 register. For more information about the plugin (like how to install it and how it works), please see the Reversing Tutorial. For more information about other plugins which offer similar functionalities, please see the IDA Pro plugins section. CollabREate Source Code: collabREate (collabREate) is a reverse
engineering plugin for IDA Pro. collabREate was created as an Open Source plugin that's built to offer a collaborative reverse engineering capability for multiple IDA users that are working on the same binary file. collabREate consists of a client plugin and a collabREate server component (Java/JDBC and postgresql or mysql). collabREate Description:
collabREate is a reverse engineering plugin for IDA Pro. collabREate is intended to help the user with reverse engineering tasks, by processing and storing the loaded disassembler units (DU) as they are loaded. One of the main features is that the user can easily jump to a specific address within a disassembled code section by pasting a call
instruction's information into the $0 register. For more information about the plugin (like how to install it and how it works), please see the Reversing Tutorial. For more information about other plugins which offer similar functionalities, please see the IDA Pro plugins section. CollabREate Source Code: collabREate (collabREate) is a reverse
engineering plugin for IDA Pro. collabREate was created as an Open Source plugin that's built to offer a collaborative reverse engineering capability for multiple IDA users that are working on the same binary file. collabREate consists of a client plugin and a collabREate server component (Java/JDBC and postgresql or mysql). collabREate Description:
collabREate is a reverse engineering plugin for IDA Pro. collabREate is intended to help the user with reverse engineering tasks, by processing and storing the loaded disassemb
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System Requirements:
* Mac compatible: OSX 10.9 or later * NVIDIA GeForce GTX 660 or higher * Display Resolution 1024x768 or higher * System RAM 2GB or higher * Intel Core 2 Duo or faster * 4 GB or higher RAM (possible to install multiple non-shareable Steam games) * NVIDIA GeForce GTX 660 or higher* Display Resolution 1024x768 or higher* System RAM 2GB or
higher* Intel Core 2 Duo or faster* 4 GB or higher RAM (possible to install multiple non-share
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